™

U L T I M A T E C O N SOL E SOL UT ION
Strategy SX™ combines the latest in operator comfort and ergonomics with superior
cable management and technology integration. Built on an aerospace-grade extruded
frame, this console has been specifically designed for technology intensive, 24/7
environments.

GREEN CERTIFIED BY
EVANS CONSOLES

From the generous leg room to the patented ergonomic nosing and adjustable monitor
mounts, the Strategy SX™ is designed to help the operator perform at optimal efficiency.
Almost endless configuration and finishing options make Strategy SX™ the most
complete and adaptable console on the market.

Sustainable Environment
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Greenguard Certified
CARB Compliant
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Sustainable Processes
Product Manufacturing

evansonline.com

EVANS

ADVANTAGE

Over 35 years of manufacturing
experience

Equalling over 10,000 successful installations worldwide

Rich and Diverse Fortune 500
client list

Government Agencies, Oil & Gas, Airports, Air Traffic Control, Chemical Plants,
Military and More

An ISO 9001 Certified
Manufacturer

Evans Quality Assurance ensures that all clients consistently receive control
center solutions that precisely match their intended applications.

Greenguard
Certified Products

Products designed for use in office environments and other indoor spaces meet
strict emissions limits, which contribute to the creation of healthier interiors.

Frame structure platform

Freestanding without the need of panels, robust and built to withstand the
abuse of 24/7 intensive use environments.

BUILT TO LAST, DESIGNED TO IMPRESS
The new heavy-duty extruded aluminum frame offers
superior strength and durability. The re-engineered structure
allows for more cavity room inside the console, making it the
most spacious Strategy™ yet.
Fully customized end panels are a great way to
exercise your creativity. Choose from
glass, metal or laminate, then get creative with
colors, logos, lights and more. The Strategy SX™
pushes the boundaries of what is possible.

UNLIMITED DESIGN CONFIGURATIONS
Place individual consoles, rows of operators, or clusters of
collaborative groups in your control room with ease. The
modular design of Strategy SX™ fits your needs today and
allows you to adapt to future requirements.

CHOOSE YOUR SLAT SYSTEM

Slatrail

The Strategy SX™ incorporates the latest in
slat support technology. Choose from the
redesigned slatwall or the modern slatrail
system. Both can handle a variety of mounted
accessories including multiple monitors. The
slatwall is available in a single, double or
triple high configuration. The slatrail can
be curved to fit within a curved
console configuration.

Slatwall

EASY ACCESS CABLE MANAGEMENT
Effective cable management is essential in any mission
critical environment. The Strategy SX™ utilizes wider and
deeper cable raceways, allowing you to run more cable in
an organized manner. Full front and rear access make
adding or changing cabling quick and easy. This
sophisticated integrated cable management system hides
cables within the frame and ensures a clutter free
workspace with a slick modern look.

Enhanced cable
management
raceways
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